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Wave and charged particle observations of quasielectrostatic whistler emissions known as ‘‘VLF
saucers’’~very low frequency, or kilohertz radio range! from the Fast Auroral SnapshoT~FAST!
satellite demonstrate that the majority~;85%! of VLF saucer emissions are generated on flux tubes
that carry antiearthward, energetic~.10 eV! electrons in the downward current region of the aurora.
In most cases, the VLF saucers are nested, that is, they have two or more clearly discernible ‘‘arms’’
that indicate several distinct source regions at differing altitudes. These observations verify previous
interpretations that the individual source regions are highly localized both in latitude and altitude. In
some cases, the individual source regions are localized in three dimensions. An important new
finding is that the FAST satellite frequently detects solitary structures identified as electron
phase-space holes at the vertex of VLF saucers. Electron phase-space holes were identified in;79%
of the VLF saucer events in the downward current region. This finding implies either a common
energy source or a direct association between the two phenomena. Furthermore, the observations
now show a direct association with the VLF saucer source flux tube and diverging dc electric field
structures. An interpretation is put forth that the VLF saucer source region is in or near parallel
electric fields in the downward current region of the aurora. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FAST satellite observations have established that
downward current region is an active part of the aurora
must be considered an essential component
magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling.1 There is compelling
evidence that quasistatic, parallel electric fields are resp
sible for accelerating electron fluxes antiearthward to n
keV energies.2–5 The electron distributions that emerge fro
the parallel electric fields most likely are highly unstable a
are seen to generate a variety of wave modes and pla
structures including VLF saucers.6 These waves and plasm
structures, in turn, strongly modify and rapidly stabilize t
electron distributions and energize the ambient ion pop
tion to the extent that they can overcome the parallel elec
fields and escape resulting in strong ion outflow. The fo
of this article is to expand upon the findings from the FAS
satellite on VLF saucers reported by Ergunet al.6

VLF saucers are one of the most intense wave emiss
in the downward current region. They are among the fi
radio-wave features observed in the auroral zone7,8 and have
been established as a common characteristic of that reg9

The phenomenon is characterized by a V-shaped or sau
shaped appearance in a time-frequency-power spectrog
of wave electric fields in the kilohertz frequency range. Su
4541070-664X/2003/10(2)/454/9/$20.00
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V-shaped structures are seen over a range of time~or dis-
tance! scales ranging from less than a second~,5 km! to
hundreds of seconds~.1000 km!, prompting several naming
conventions which include ‘‘short saucers,’’ ‘‘auroral
emissions,’’ and ‘‘V-shaped VLF hiss.’’ We concentrate on
class of V-shaped emissions observed by low altitu
(,1RE) satellites that are intense (.1029 V2 m22 Hz21 !,
in the frequency band of;1 kHz to 16 kHz, and commonly
referred to as VLF saucers.

The saucer- or V-shaped appearance was shown to
consistent with propagation properties of quasielectrost
whistler waves.10,11The lowest frequency emissions are ne
the lower hybrid frequency and have a group velocity nea
parallel to the ambient magnetic field~B!. Higher frequency
quasielectrostatic whistler emissions have an oblique gr
velocity; the higher the frequency, the larger the angle fr
B. Thus, as a satellite passes over a continuous, statio
source region it detects the higher frequencies far away f
flux tube of the source and the lowest frequencies as it pa
over the flux tube of the source.

One of the most intriguing features of VLF saucers is t
small physical size of the source regions that are infer
from the observations.9 The ISIS 2 satellite included an ac
tive sounder which measured the ionospheric density pro
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Using this measured density profile, the source region lo
tion and size could be determined via ray tracing. The sou
regions were found to be as small as 0.5 km in latitude
less than 10 km in altitude. It is possible, however, that
source of VLF saucers may have a larger extent
longitude.12

A statistical study of the occurrence of VLF saucers w
made from the ISIS 2 data base.9 Under that study, VLF
saucers were not found below 1000 km in altitude; the
currence frequency increased with increasing altitude up
;3000 km, the limit of the study. Saucers were observ
primarily at magnetic local times near midnight. Later, t
S3-3 satellite13 and the Viking satellite14 observed saucers u
to 13 500 km in altitude~the apogee of Viking! and at all
local times. Interestingly, studies from the S3-3 satellite de
onstrated a correlation between dc electric field structu
and VLF saucers,13 but no distinction was made betwee
converging or diverging structures~upward or downward
current region!.

The energy source of VLF saucers was an enigma
quite some time. Early satellite observations suggested
the source regions are on the equatorward or polew
boundaries of the visible~i.e., upward current region! auroral
zone, implying that they are in the downward current regi
However, no clear signature in the electron or ion distrib
tions was detected at that time.15 James9 postulated an insta
bility from cold ~,5 eV!, dense, up-going ionospheric ele
trons carrying the downward or ‘‘return’’ current in th
auroral zone impinging upon a warm magnetospheric po
lation. Using linear growth rate calculations, he demo
strated that a strong enough instability was plausible. T
cold ionosphere electrons were thought to be too low in
ergy to have been detected by the satellite instruments a
time.

Over a decade later, the Viking satellite detected
going electrons associated with VLF saucers in sev
events and verified that the majority of events were in
downward current region.14 In one of these events, a sha
increase the flux of;100 eV up-going electrons was ob
served at the vertex~the point of lowest-frequency emis
sions! of a VLF saucer. As it crossed the source flux tube,
satellite observed intense broadband emissions from dc u
the plasma frequency.

The recent uncovering of energetic~up to several keV!
electron fluxes accelerated by parallel electric fields carry
the downward current in the auroral zone2,3 reveals a con-
spicuous candidate for the VLF saucer energy source.
spection of the wave and particle observations from
FAST satellite indicates that a large majority of the VL
saucer sources were on flux tubes carrying intense, up-g
energetic electron fluxes. These fluxes avoided detection
previous satellites because they are restricted to a na
latitude and have a very narrow range in pitch angles. FA
observations, with continuous monitoring of the field-align
electrons, now provide conclusive evidence that energe
up-going electrons are, in fact, the energy source of V
saucers.

Several new features of VLF saucers emerge in h
time-resolution wave observations. VLF saucers often app
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to have multiple ‘‘arms.’’ Each arm originates from a distin
source region that appears to be confined in longitude as
as latitude and altitude, in other words, a ‘‘point’’ sourc
Thus, multiple arms indicate many individual source regio
dispersed in longitude and altitude rather than a single so
extended in longitude as postulated earlier.12

Further examination of the VLF saucer wave spec
verifies that the intense broadband bursts detected
Viking14 are a frequent phenomenon at the vertex~or source
flux tube! of VLF saucers. FAST high-resolution waveform
observations reveal that these broadband bursts repres
series of solitary structures that have been identified as e
tron phase-space holes.6,16,17In the downward current region
electron phase-space holes are traveling antiearthward o
same flux tubes as the VLF saucer source region. A sm
survey of events indicates that the electron-phase space h
are observed regardless of the distance from the appa
source region. Since the longevity of electron phase-sp
holes is not well known, these observations, at this tim
cannot be unequivocally interpreted. It is possible that
electron holes are co-generated with the VLF saucer em
sions. However, the fact that electron holes are often
served with no discernible VLF saucer emissions com
cates this interpretation.

FAST observations also show a correlation between V
saucers and diverging dc electric field structures. This re
is in agreement with earlier studies13 in which no distinction
was made between converging or diverging structures
now can be re-interpreted in the light of the recent finding
parallel electric fields in the downward current region.2,3 We
put forth a hypothesis that the VLF saucer source region m
be in or near the parallel electric fields. Under this hypo
esis, the small size of the VLF saucer source region sug
that the parallel electric fields in the downward current
gion are confined to a thin layer in altitude.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF VLF SAUCERS

The V-shaped appearance in a time-frequency-po
spectrogram is thought to come from propagation charac
istics of quasielectrostatic whistler waves.9–15 A linear
growth and propagation analysis suggested that elec
acoustic mode also could produce a similar spec
signature.18 The electron acoustic mode, however, requi
two electrons populations with a temperature ra
Thot/Tcold@1. It is often difficult to determine if this condi-
tion is met from the measured electron distributions, parti
larly near the source flux tubes since electrons with ener
below ;5 eV are not measured accurately. The emission
the source flux tube, however, sometimes show a magn
signature indicating the presence of whistler waves.15 Fur-
thermore, we find many cases away from the source flux t
in which the measured electron distributions do not supp
propagation of the electron acoustic mode. VLF saucer em
sions are often seen in a plasma environment with no det
able hot electron population14 where the electron acousti
mode is strongly damped. Even though we cannot rule
the electron acoustic mode in all cases, we presume tha
VLF saucer emissions are from whistler waves in this pap

Under the cold fluid approximation, the wave vector d
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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rection ~u, the angle from the magnetic field,B! depends
upon the wave frequency~v!:

k'
2

kuu
2 5tan2 u5

2S 12
vpe

2

v2
2

vpi
2

v2 D
S 12

vpe
2

v22vce
2

2
vpi

2

v22vci
2 D , ~1!

wherevpe (vpi) andvce (vci ! are the electron~ion! plasma
and cyclotron frequencies. The above equation is for a sin
ion species and easily can be generalized for multiple s
cies. In many cases, a simple approximation can be use

v>vpecosu ~vce@vpe and v@vpi ,vci!. ~2!

Since the relationship between the wave frequency and w
vector~k! only depends on the direction ofk, it follows that
the group velocity (vg5dv/dk) is perpendicular tok and
can be expressed as

sinugroup>
v

vpe
vce@vpe and v@vpi ,vci . ~3!

A more precise expression can be derived from Eq.~1!.
The shape of a VLF saucer in a time-frequency-pow

spectrogram depends on the distance from the source an
satellite velocity as well as the magnetic field, the plas
density, and the plasma composition over the propaga
path of the whistler waves. It is often difficult to accurate
calculate the distance to the source, particularly for rem
sources, since a plasma density model and detailed ray
ing is required.9 The altitude of the source region for nearb
sources, however, can be estimated by assuming a hom
enous plasma density and plasma composition at the va
observed by the passing satellite. Under the above appr
mation and the approximations used in Eq.~2!, the distance
from the source can be expressed as

d>
vsatvpe

dv

dt U
v0

~vce@vpe and v@vpi ,vci !, ~4!

wherevsat is the satellite velocity anddv/dt is the slope of
the saucer boundary in a time-frequency-power spectrogr
Equation ~4! is an approximate solution. In this work, fit
using the full cold-fluid dispersion relation, Eq.~1!, also are
used to determine the distances to the sources.

Figure 1 demonstrates how wave spectra vary w
source location and size. The traces are examples of i
power-frequency-distance~or time! spectrograms from poin
source locations. The solid trace is from a point source
km in altitude below the spacecraft as measured at the
tex. The plasma conditions in Fig. 1 assume an electron d
sity ne of 20 cm23, a constant magnetic field~B! at 10 000
nT, and a homogeneous H1 plasma. The trace forms a V i
the spectrogram with a low-frequency cutoff at the low
hybrid frequency. The dotted trace displays the expec
wave spectrogram from a point source 200 km below
spacecraft. The V is less steep but otherwise shows the s
low-frequency cutoff. Comparing these two traces dem
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strates how the source size can be determined. The exte
the source in altitude determines the bandwidth of the spe
at the higher frequencies~far from the vertex in horizonta
distance along the spacecraft path!, but does not dramatically
change the spectra at the vertex. Thus, one determines
location and extent in altitude of the source region by exa
ining spectra at higher frequencies far from the saucer ver

The dashed trace in Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of
out-of-plane displacement of the source region. The sourc
100 km below the spacecraft but 10 km out of the pla
defined by the spacecraft path and magnetic field. In the c
of an auroral satellite traveling in the North–South directio
the displacement would be in longitude. When compared
the solid trace, the dashed trace shows the greatest ch
near the vertex. It has a cutoff at a significantly higher f
quency because the minimum propagation angle is nonz
Farther from the source, that is, in horizontal distance alo
the spacecraft track, the effect of the out-of-plane displa
ment of the source is less pronounced. Thus, one determ
the longitudinal position and size by examining spectra n
the saucer vertex. Unfortunately, broadband emissions f
electron phase-space holes at the vertex often compli
such an analysis.

The finite size of a source in the direction along t
spacecraft path increases the bandwidth of the saucer spe
Saucer spectrograms often have narrow banded tone
falls ~or rises! as the satellite moves towards~or away! from
the source flux tube. This characteristic indicates a sm
source region in altitude and latitude in the case that

FIG. 1. The top box shows the relation between the frequency and hori
tal distance between the satellite and the source flux tube. The solid tra
from a point source in a homogeneous H1 plasma~20 cm23 ! and constant
magnetic field~10 000 nT! as measured by a satellite 100 km above t
source region. The dotted trace is from a point source 200 km below
satellite, and the dashed trace is from a point source 100 km below
satellite and 10 km out of the plane defined by the satellites’ path and
magnetic field. The ‘‘V-’’ or ‘‘saucer-’’ shaped time-frequency-power spe
trograms of electric field waves comes from the propagation characteri
of quasielectrostatic whistler waves. The shape of the saucer depends o
magnetic field, plasma density, the velocity of the satellite, and the rela
location of the source.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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satellite is traveling North or South.9 We present high time
resolution data that have signatures that imply a source
gion that is confined in three dimensions.

Since the FAST satellite does not have an active soun
the density models are less precise than those used on IS
and thus the estimations of the source distance and size
less precise. The O1/H1 ratio is determined at 30 s interva
on FAST.1 In this article, the estimates of distances assum
constant density along the propagation path and a statio
source.

III. OBSERVATIONS

We begin with VLF saucer observations from the FAS
satellite. The instruments are described elsewhere1,19–21 so
we include only minimal details here. Figure 2 displays 6
of wave and particle observations during a large-scale V
saucer event in a near-dawn crossing of the Northern aur
zone at;3300 km in altitude. The spacecraft was traveli

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! The perpendicular electric field in the spin plane a
nearly along the spacecraft path~mostly North!. The negative electric field
signal starting at;00:03:25 UT followed by a positive signal at;00:03:30
UT corresponds to a diverging electric field structure indicative of a do
ward parallel electric field.~b! DB along the spacecraft spin axis~mostly
West! and normal to the spacecraft velocity. A negative slope indicates
ward current; a positive slope indicates downward current.~c! The electric
field spectral power density summed over all directions. A VLF saucer w
multiple arms is apparent.~d! Electron differential energy flux versus en
ergy, and~e! versus pitch angle. At the vertex of the VLF saucer, inten
low-energy, up-going~180°! electron fluxes dominate the spectra.
Downloaded 14 May 2004 to 128.32.147.236. Redistribution subject to AIP
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approximately from North to South, so the horizontal ax
can be interpreted as North–South distance as well as t
The spacecraft velocity was;5 km/s.

The top panel of Fig. 2 displays the dc electric fie
signal along the path of the spacecraft~nearly Southward!
and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. This dir
tion is defined as the (vsc3B)3B direction wherevsc is the
spacecraft velocity andB is the ambient magnetic field. Th
signal is negative beginning at;00:03:25 UT and then shifts
to positive at;00:03:30 UT. This signature is that of a d
verging electric field structure which implies a downwa
parallel electric field is on the flux tube of the spacecraft a
lower altitude.3 Figure 2~b! displays the mostly East–Wes
(vsc3B direction! perturbation magnetic field signal~DB!; a
model magnetic field has been subtracted. The slope of
magnetic field signal indicates a current, assuming a sh
like structure. A negative slope implies an upward curre
and a positive slope implies a downward current. The reg
of interest~;00:03:25 UT to;00:03:35 UT! has a strong
positive slope indicating a downward current of;2 mA/m2.

Figure 2~c! displays the electric field spectral power de
sity in the 0–16 kHz range. The dominant feature is a co
plex, multiple-arm, VLF saucer with the vertex at;00:03:30
UT. The vertical features in the plot~e.g. ;00:03:25 UT,
00:03:29.5 UT, 00:03:45.5 UT! are bursts of broadband elec
trostatic noise. Figure 2~d! displays the electron differentia
energy flux~color! as a function of energy~vertical axis! and
Fig. 2~e! displays the electron differential energy flux as
function of pitch angle. Earthward traveling electrons are
0° and 360° and antiearthward electrons are at 180°. Du
most of the 60 s period, the electron fluxes were travel
predominantly earthward. At the apex of the VLF sauc
however, intense fluxes of highly field-aligned,;100 eV,
electrons were traveling antiearthward. Figure 2 display
clear example in which the VLF saucer source is associa

-

-

h

,

FIG. 3. ~Color! An expanded view of Fig. 2~c! shows at least 16 distinc
‘‘arms’’ indicating eight or more three-dimensionally confined source
gions. Each of the individual source regions extends less than 10 km alt
and latitude, and less than 20 km in longitude. The source regions ra
from ;100 km ~closest! to ;700 km ~farthest! below the spacecraft in
altitude, have vertices from 00:03:25 UT to 00:03:35 UT~;50 km in lati-
tude!, and have longitudinal displacements~direction cannot be determined!
up to ;50 km.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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458 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 2, February 2003 Ergun et al.
with antiearthward electron fluxes that were accelerated b
parallel electric field.

A close examination of the electric field spectral pow
density reveals multiple sources~Fig. 3!. There appear to be
at least 16 distinct arms in the VLF saucer, indicating at le
eight distinct source regions. An unambiguous pairing of
arms cannot be made without an accurate density pro
particularly since the broadband bursts obscure the VLF s
cer arms at the vertex.

The slopes and bandwidths of the arms provides in
mation on the individual source sizes and locations. The
row bandwidth~;40 Hz! of each of the arms far from th
source indicates that each of the sources is limited to at m
;10 km extent in altitude and in latitude. The slope of t
arm labeled 16, for example, indicates a source distanc
;700 km from the spacecraft at the vertex, given a cons
plasma density along over the propagation path. The clo

FIG. 4. ~Color! A VLF saucer with a nearby source region.~a! The electric
field spectral power density summed over all directions. The short
marked on the plot with an arrow has a source region;30 km from the
spacecraft. The resolved, narrow bandwidth indicates a source region s
less than 1 km in altitude and less than 0.3 km in latitude.~b! Electron
differential energy flux versus energy, and~c! versus pitch angle. Intense
low-energy, up-going~180°! electron fluxes dominate from the beginning
the plot until ;22:38:13 UT.~d! An expanded view~0.2 s! of the parallel
waveform~1 kHz–16 kHz band!. The above event was at 3350 km altitud
74.8 invariant latitude, and 6:00 a.m. magnetic local time.
Downloaded 14 May 2004 to 128.32.147.236. Redistribution subject to AIP
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source region, arm 11, is;100 km from the spacecraft. Th
vertices of the arms map from 00:03:25 UT to 00:03:35 U
during which time the spacecraft traversed;50 km, so the
individual sources may be dispersed over this region in l
tude. The size of the nearest sources are less than;2 km in
latitude.

The bandwidth of the arms increases near the vertex~at
lower frequencies!, indicating a finite longitudinal size. Be
cause of the multiple arms and the broadband electros
noise~vertical features!, the longitudinal size cannot be de
termined for all of the arms. Arms 1, 4, and 16, howev
suggest a longitudinal size less than;20 km for their respec-
tive source regions. Longitudinal displacements of up to
km are also possible.

The above observations support many of the conclusi
drawn from the ISIS 2 data9 and Viking measurements.14 The
energy source appears to be from antiearthward elec
beams. The source regions are confined in both latitude
altitude to less than;10 km. The FAST observations, how

m

of

FIG. 5. ~Color! A VLF saucer with a nearby source region.~a! The electric
field spectral power density summed over all directions.~b! Electron differ-
ential energy flux versus energy, and~c! versus pitch angle. Intense, low
energy, up-going~180°! electron fluxes dominate throughout the plot.~d! An
expanded view~50 ms! of the parallel waveform~1 kHz–16 kHz band!. The
above event was at 4158 km altitude, 76.1 invariant latitude, and 22:84
magnetic local time.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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ever, further suggest that at least some of the individual V
sources are also confined in longitude and that the elec
beams are accelerated by a parallel electric field.

The most accurate estimates of the source size ca
obtained from the nearest sources. Figure 4 displays a sm
scale VLF saucer that has a nearby source. The time ax
greatly magnified from that of Figs. 2 and 3, covering only
seconds, during which time the satellite traversed;25 km.
The top panel displays the electric field spectral power d
sity. Figures 4~b! and 4~c! display the electron differentia
energy flux in the same fashion as in Fig. 2. The small a
with a vertex at;22:38:12.15 UT, marked with an arrow o
Fig. 4~a!, has a slope consistent with a source;30 km from
the spacecraft, yet displays a narrow~;200 Hz full width at
half maximum at 4 kHz! bandwidth. The right-hand side o
the event displays a much broader bandwidth. If the sourc
stationary, the source size~Dd! scales with the bandwidth
and the distance from the source,

Dd

d
5

Dv

vcos2 u
~5!

the marked arm suggests a source region of roughly 1 km
altitude and less than 0.3 km in latitude. This event rep
sents the smallest source region found in the FAST data
thus far. Figure 4~d! is discussed below.

Figure 5 shows another nearby source with the sa
layout as in Fig. 4. The time scale in this event is only
seconds during which time the satellite traversed;10 km.
The event, if interpreted as a nearby VLF saucer, ha
source less than 10 km from the spacecraft at the vertex.
broad bandwidth indicates that the source size is less
;0.5 km in latitude but could be up to;10 km in altitude.
These estimates match those put forth by James.9

The lower panels~d! of Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the natur
of the broadband electrostatic noise often seen at the ve
of VLF saucers. The electric field waveforms parallel toB
contain a series of bipolar spikes similar to those that w
previously reported.16,17 These structures have been iden
fied as nonlinear BGK solution to the Vlasov–Poisson eq
tions known as electron phase-space holes. Electron ph
space holes were found to be traveling at roughly
electron drift speed antiearthward alongB. Thus, the struc-
tures are on the source flux tube of the VLF saucers, em
ing from the direction of the source. These findings sugge
connection between the two phenomena.

Once the distance to the source and the source size
been estimated, the intensity of the emissions in the so
region can be approximated. The arm labeled 4 in Fig. 3,
example, has emissions of;1026 ~V/m!2/Hz from a source
;300 km away. Assuming a source size of 10 km and
constant plasma density along the source path, the ele
field amplitude at the source would be.100 mV/m RMS.
The most intense events predict source electric field am
tudes in excess of 1 V/m. Such wave amplitudes are ra
observed.

Figure 6 shows an example of wave emissions with.1
V/m electric field amplitude in the 300 Hz–16 kHz fre
quency band in the downward current region, which we
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fine as a source region candidate. The observations in F
are not from the vertex of an observed VLF saucer. We
sume that a satellite must pass over a source region
higher ~or lower! altitude to observe a VLF saucer so a s
ellite passing through the source region will not detect
remote signature~VLF saucer!. We identify source region
candidates from peak wave electric field amplitudes~.1
V/m following the argument in the above paragraph! com-
bined with intense, energetic antiearthward electron fluxe
distinguishing characteristic of the candidate source regi
is that intense whistler emissions co-exist with larg
amplitude electron phase-space holes as seen in the pe
dicular signal.

Several~;10! such source region candidates were ide
tified in a separate and much broader search for elec
phase-space holes,16 so the number of candidate source r
gions does not correspond to 100 VLF saucer identificatio
In each case, the peak amplitudes were dominated by e
tron phase-space holes. Observation of source region ca
dates suggest a direct association between electron ph
space holes and whistler waves.

IV. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

A 100-event study was performed with the goal of d
termining general characteristics of VLF saucers. The eve
were the first one hundred selected by eye through exam
tion of omni-directional VLF electric field power-frequency
time spectrograms~see Fig. 3!. We were unable to develop
computer algorithm that made a reliable and unbiased id
tification of VLF saucers from the wave data. The orbits a
from the 1997 Northern winter, a very active period. To
detectable by eye, the events had to have a frequency dis
sive signature. Once selected, the characteristics of the e
tron distribution, the field-aligned currents, the dc elect
field, magnetic field, and the plasma density were de
mined. The distance to the source region also was estim
@Eq. ~4!#.

Table I displays the association of VLF saucers w
electron fluxes. Of the 100 events, 85 had a detectable do
ward current~magnitude.0.1 mA/m2! in the 10 eV to 30

FIG. 6. The perpendicular~to B! electric field waveform seen with up-going
energetic electron fluxes. The parallel signals~not shown! are saturated. The
above waveform has intense~;200 mV/m! RMS power consisting of mix-
ture of quasielectrostatic whistler waves and solitary structures interpr
as electron phase-space holes. The region is;8 km in latitude.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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keV electron fluxes, seven had a detectable upward cur
and eight had no detectable current~magnitude ,0.1
mA/m2). All of the seven upward current events were at t
edge of an ‘‘inverted-V’’ event and had intense, energe
field-aligned electron fluxes that are known as ed
precipitation.22 Of the eight events that had no detectab
current ~magnitude,0.1 mA/m2), 6 had very low electron
fluxes,,107 (cm2 s ster! in all energy channels.10 eV, and
two had intense fluxes but no current. An immediate resul
the study is the strong association of VLF saucers with.10
eV up-going electron fluxes, conclusively affirming the mo
els put forth by Lonnqvistet al.14 and James9 that the VLF
saucer energy source is primarily from up-going elect
beams.

Of the 85 events in the downward current region, 67
the events had broadband electrostatic noise~BEN! with
spectral power density of 1028 ~V/m!2/Hz or greater at or
near the vertex~Table II!. Of those 67 events, 37 had wav
form captures. Electron phase-space holes were identifie
all 37 of the waveform captures, strongly suggesting that
or almost all of the 67 events with ‘‘strong’’ BEN were a
sociated with electron phase-space holes. Of the remai
18 downward current region events, 13 had BEN betw
10210 ~V/m!2/Hz and 1028 ~V/m!2/Hz, which we shall call
‘‘weak’’ BEN. Of these events, three had waveform captu
one of which had no detectable electron phase space h
and two had weak, sparse events. Of the five events that
no detectable BEN, two had waveform captures, both
which had no discernible electron phase-space holes.

From these results, we conclude that VLF saucers in
downward current region have a surprisingly strong asso
tion, .79% or 67 of 85 events, with electron phase-spa
holes. This strong association suggest a common en
source and, perhaps, that the electron phase-space ho
well as the whistlers and may come from the VLF sau
source region.

The VLF saucers that have electron phase-space hol
their vertex typically had stronger currents and significan
higher energies than the 18 events with weak or no B
~Table II!. The currents in Table II are the average of t
peak current for each of the events as measured from

TABLE I. Summary of VLF saucer survey.

Total number
of events

Events with
downward

current

Events with
upward
current

Current,0.1
mA/m2 in
magnitude

100 85 7 8

TABLE II. BEN amplitude of the downward current region events.

Downward
current region
events

BEN.1028

(V/m!2Hz

1028 ~V/m!2Hz
.BEN.10210

(V/m!2/Hz
No detectable

BEN

85 67 13 5
Current 3.1mA/m2 2.0 mA/m2

Electron energy 237 eV 88 eV
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electron fluxes. The electron energies are averages of
characteristic energies of individual events. The characte
tic energy is the integrated electron energy flux divided
the integrated electron number flux. There are several in
pretations of this finding. It may be possible that the elect
phase-space holes are produced in only the more inte
events. Alternatively, the spacecraft may have ‘‘missed’’ t
flux tube of the 18 events with no electron phase-space h
due to longitudinal displacement of the spacecraft.

Interestingly, there was no significant variation in th
current, electron energy, or occurrence of electron pha
space holes with the distance from the source~Table III!. The
source distances were broadly distributed from;10 km to
;2000 km with the majority lying between 100 km and 50
km. The spectral signature of nearby source regions are
ficult to distinguish from that of electron phase-space ho
whereas the source distances.500 km are inaccurately de
termined. The median distance~300 km! may be a conse-
quence of the identification process. In compiling Table
the source distance for each event is the nearest if there
multiple sources. This finding suggests that electron pha
space holes may be long lived, often traveling more than
km. We caution that the distance calculations assumed a
mogenous plasma.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Earlier studies put forth evidence that VLF saucers
mostly in the downward current region, drawing their ener
from up-going electron fluxes. The FAST instruments ha
continuous viewing of the field-aligned electron fluxes, ind
pendent of spin phase. This feature brings certainty to
energy source of VLF saucer events; 85 of 100 events w
associated with up-going electron fluxes. Thus, FAST obs
vations have provided definitive evidence that the VLF s
cer source flux tubes most often have up-going, energ
~.10 eV!, field-aligned electron fluxes. Interestingly, 7 o
the 100 events were seen in the upward current region. Th
events all had highly field-aligned electron fluxes that ori
nated from a cold~,10 eV! source. Such fluxes are ofte
seen at the edges of arcs.22

Of the 85 events in the downward current region, t
up-going electron fluxes are almost always surrounded b
diverging electric field structure which indicates accelerat
by parallel electric fields on the flux tube below the spa
craft. This conclusion contains a subjective element; the
verging electric fields were identified by eye and no rigoro

TABLE III. Source distance of downward current region events.

Downward current region
events

Source,300
km from
spacecraft

Source.300
km from
spacecraft

85 42 43
Current 2.84mA/m2 2.87mA/m2

Electron energy 172 eV 238 eV
Events with detectable
electron phase-space holes

33 34
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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criteria for ‘‘diverging electric fields’’ has been establishe
Such an effort is beyond the scope of this article. Nonet
less, the observations are suggestive of an associatio
VLF saucers and parallel electric fields in the downward c
rent region.

The correlation between the VLF saucer source flux tu
and diverging electric field structures is somewhat expec
Parallel electric fields have been identified as the prim
energy source of up-going electrons2,3 and VLF saucers were
previous associated with up-going electrons. The inten
highly confined source of the VLF saucer emissions, ho
ever, suggests that it is very near to a region where the e
trons are accelerated. It is possible then, that the par
electric field is also highly confined. Thus, the source reg
may be very near, if not within, the region of parallel elect
fields. The emerging fluxes not only acquire a strong a
earthward drift velocity, but also show evidence of stro
wave-particle interactions which results in substantial pa
lel heating.2 Thus the wave-particle interactions in the VL
saucer source may be important in understanding par
electric fields in the downward current region.

The sizes of individual VLF saucer source regions
ferred from the FAST data are in general agreement w
those reported by James9 who found that the source sizes a
less than 10 km in altitude and;0.5 km in latitude. The ISIS
2 satellite had active sounding which allowed for an estim
of the plasma density along the ray paths. Only thein situ
density is available from FAST, so the ISIS 2 estimates
the sizes~and ranges! of far-away sources~.50 km! have
better accuracy. FAST, however, is able to resolve nea
source regions, so as close as;10 km and the size estimate
of these nearby source regions also were consistent with
findings of James.9 One nearby source, however, was det
mined to have a scales size alongB of ;1 km ~see discus-
sion of Fig. 4!. Such a size is roughly 10 to 100 Deby
lengths, indicating an extremely fast and possible nonlin
growth process.

Close examination of the high-resolution observatio
reveal that the VLF saucer source regions may be confine
longitude as well. An accurate determination of the exten
longitude requires resolving the bandwidth near the verte
an event. The VLF saucer vertices, however, often h
broadband electrostatic noise due to electron phase-s
holes, which increase the uncertainty of the longitudinal
tent. In several examples in which an estimate could
made, the longitudinal size was found to be less than;25
km. These findings suggest that some of the individual V
saucer source regions are three-dimensionally confined.

The majority of VLF-saucer events display comple
multiple-arm structure that indicates several distinct, thr
dimensionally confined source regions are distributed ov
O~10! km region in latitude, but may have greater separat
~up to 1000 km! in altitude. The multiple arm structure i
Fig. 3, for example, shows more that eight individual po
sources. One of the most important unresolved question
how to interpret the sources that are separated in altitude
they reside on the same flux tube or are they on adjacent
tubes that are separated in latitude and/or longitude? U
the latter interpretation, there is only one source region o
Downloaded 14 May 2004 to 128.32.147.236. Redistribution subject to AIP
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flux tube. This question is difficult to answer as it requires
credible density model and accurate ray tracing.

The fact that most VLF saucer events had electron flu
at their vertex indicates that the downward current system
sheet-like in longitude. If the downward currents were high
structured, one would expect more observations of VLF s
cers with no detectable current and/or no apparent elec
fluxes than the survey indicates. It is possible, however,
the electron fluxes measured at the vertex are not dire
related to the observed saucer; the electron fluxes respon
for the whistler wave growth may have been longitudina
offset from the spacecraft’s path. On the other hand, the
tices of the observed saucers were often consistent with
local lower hybrid frequency, so the longitudinal offse
were, in general, small. The observations suggest that m
tiple source regions, each of which is three-dimensiona
confined to a small size, have dense coverage in longitu

The intensities of whistler emissions of VLF sauce
when de-convolved to a small source size, indicate elec
field amplitudes ofO~1! V/m for strong events. Such wav
amplitudes are rare, and when observed, are therefore i
tified as source region candidates. A common character
of the source region candidates is the combination of inte
whistler emissions and electron phase-space holes~Fig. 6!,
suggesting a connection between the two phenomena.

The strong correlation between VLF saucers and e
tron phase space holes6 may reveal properties of the whistle
wave growth process in the VLF saucer source region. T
data imply that the whistler emission from the VLF sauce
and electron phase-space holes share a common en
source: the accelerated, field-aligned electron fluxes. One
take this idea one step further and consider if the whis
waves and the electron phase-space holes interact durin
growth process. The small source size, large-amplitude w
electric fields, and rapid growth rate support such a nonlin
scenario. If the electron phase-space holes emerge from
same source region they also must undergo rapid growth

The interaction between whistler waves and elect
phase-space holes has some theoretical support. Nume
simulations of electron phase-space holes, generated wit
directional electron beams as an initial condition, pred
whistler emission during the growth and evolution of ele
tron phase-space holes.23–25 In the early stages in numerica
simulations, 1D electron phase-space holes emerge and
sequently break up into 2D and 3D structures emitting wh
tler waves during the process. The whistler wave emissi
intensify between;100 (1/vpe) to ;1000 (1/vpe) , with
vpe;105 s21 in the examples presented in this paper!. Since
electron phase-space holes have velocities of;1000 km/s,16

the break-up process must take place in a;1 km to;10 km
region alongB.

The interaction between whistler waves and elect
phase-space holes also has been investigated analyti
Newman and Goldman26 and Newmanet al.27 predict a
transverse instability in 1D electron phase-space holes w
emit waves below the bounce frequency of the trapped e
trons ~typically ;1/3 vpe). These emissions propagate
whistler waves as they emerge from the source reg
Vetoulis and Oppenheim28 model a kinetic instability which
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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result in transverse wave emission at or above the bou
frequency. The observations, the numerical simulations,
the analytical work together suggest a physical connec
between the VLF saucers and electron phase-space hol
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